Hartman Hiker at Hartman Creek State Park
Use this to track your hikes towards the Hartman Hiker program. After completing the trails listed on this log,
complete the information below and turn into the Hartman Creek State Park office to receive your pin!
Name: ___________________________City/State of Residence: _________________ Date Finished ____________
By signing here, I affirm I hiked all the trails logged below: _______________________________________________
What trail is your favorite and why? ________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Trail Description
(distances are approximate)

Pope Lake Trail: Start and end at the Hartman Lake Beach parking lot. Take the short red trail to the north,
then east, cautiously cross over Rural Rd to the green Pope Lake Hiking Trail. This is a loop with views of Pope
and Marl Lakes. 1.4 miles
Dike Trail: This is an easy loop hike around Hartman Lake. Start and end either at the Hartman Lake Beach
parking lot, or the Amphitheater parking lot. The red trail on the map is asphalt and the green trail parallels the
north side of the lake. 1.02 miles
Oak Ridge Trail (red trails): This is a loop trail which could be accessed from the Allen Lake parking lot, family
campground, or W. Windfeldt Ln. parking area near the group campground entrance. Follow the red trails and
pass by map boxes C, D, E, F, G, H, I and N.
2.2 miles
Oak Ridge Trail (green trails) and Ice Age Trail: This is a loop trail that can be best accessed from the parking
area on W. Windfeldt Ln near the group campground entrance. Start on the red trail and go a short distance to
the east to the Ice Age Trail, designated on the trail map as a heavy yellow line. Head north on the Ice Age Trail
to where it intersects with the red trail near map box E. This is a beautiful new trail with interesting geological
features. Head back south on the green trail, passing map box L, K, J and G and return back to the start.
1.5 miles
Deer Path Trail: Start and end at the parking area for Allen Lake. This loop trail is designated by a short red
section on the map and the green loop that goes around Allen Lake. Check out the fishing pier! 1 mile
Ice Age Trail & Windfeldt Trail: This trail can best be accessed from the parking area on W. Windfeldt Ln near
the group campground entrance. Using caution, walk east on the road to the Ice Age Trail, designated by the
heavy yellow line on the trail map. Hike south on the Ice Age Trail all the way to the park boundry sign. Turn
around and retrace your steps on the Ice Age Trail until it intersects with the red hiking trail. Head west on the
red trail, crossing the bike trails several times, until it again connects with the Ice Age Trail. Retrace your steps,
heading north back to the start. 2.8 miles
Windfeldt Trail System: Park in and start from the campground overflow parking/playfield lot on W. Windfeldt
Ln. Follow the red trail to the south to the “T” intersection. Head west to map box #3. Go south and continue
past High Point to the “”T” intersection. Hike east to another “T” intersection. Turn south and then follow the
trail around the curve to the gate at the park boundary. Turn around and retrace your steps, heading north
when you get back to the curve. Turn west on the Coach Road Trail. At the “T” intersection head north to the
road. Carefully walk west on the road to return to the parking area you started from. 2.6 miles
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